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•  NEMO	global	ocean	model	
•  ResoluXon	¼°	—	1960-2015	
•  50	members	with	:	
							-	Same	ERA-Interim	atm.	forcing	
							-	Slight	iniXal	perturbaXons	

Es2mate	the	oceanic	:	
-	Atmospherically-forced	variability	
						(σF	=	STD	of	ensemble	mean)	
-	Chao2c/intrinsic	variability	
						(σC	=	mean	of	ensemble	STD)	

Penduff	et	al,	2014	
Bessières	et	al,	2017	

The	OCCIPUT	Ensemble:	50	turbulent	ocean	hindcasts	

•  In	the	presence	of	mesoscale,	the	ocean	spontaneously	generates	a	strong	
low-frequency	chao2c	intrinsic	variability	(LFCIV).	It	locally	competes	with	
the	atmospheric	forcing	in	driving	the	interannual-to-mul2decadal	
variability	of	key	ocean	climate	indices	(OHC0-700m,	AMOC,	MHT,	etc).	

•  Much	weaker	or	absent	in	coarse-resoluXon	ocean	models	used	in	most	
IPCC-class	climate	simulators,	this	strong	LFCIV,	might	impact	the	
atmosphere	in	coupled	models	with	turbulent	oceans.		

•  Over	large	regions,	the	LFCIV	adds	a	random	component	to	local	20/30-
year	trends	of	OHC	and	sea	level,	hindering	their	unambiguous	aPribuXon	
to	[atmospheric+anthropogenic]	drivers.		

•  Ensemble	model	staXsXcs	can	be	used	to	aaenuate	the	signature	of	LFCIV	
in	observa2onal	datasets	(via	filters	or	Machine	Learning),	and	unveil	the	
determinis2c	response	of	the	real	ocean	to	the	atmosphere.		
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LFCIV	imprint	on	OHC0-700	:	
-	up	to	basin	scales	
		(and	mulXple	decades)	
-	dominates	Forced	variability					
			in	regions	within	contours	
	

σC		/	σF	

Sérazin	et	al,	2017	

21-year	trends*	(1980-2010)	of	Ocean	Heat	Content	

-	[atmospheric	+	anthropogenic	drivers]	è	Forced				OHC	trends	TF	(colors)	
- 	 																										LFCIV	è	Random	OHC	trends	TR	

In	regions	where|TF|<	2.TR	
(green	shading)	

OHC	trends	can	NOT	be	
surely	aaributed	(95%	

confidence)		to	[atmospheric	
+	anthropogenic	drivers]	

(*)	corrected	for	model	dri@	&	global	mean	trend	removed	
-100	 +100	TF	(MJ/M2/year)	
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AMOC	at	34°S:	chao&c	as	strong	as	forced	variability	

Forced	variability	spectrum	 Chao&c	variability	spectrum	

Contours	:	σC		/	σF	

low-frequency	chao2c/intrinsic	variability	(LFCIV).	

23-year	trends	(1993-2015)	of	Observed	Sea	Level	

SL	trend	observed	by	alRmetry	 EsRmaRon:	Forced	observed	SL	trend	

Close	et	al,	in	rev	

-	In	many	regions,	σC	>	σF	on	space	scales	[110-800km],	over	all	Xme	scales	
-	Filtering	out	scales	[110-800km]	è	esXmaXon	of	Forced	observed	trends	
-	Currently	developing	an	esXmator	based	on	Machine	Learning	(CNN)	

esXmaXon	of	Forced	observed	trends	

Climate-relevant	imprints	and	observa2onal		
implica2ons	of	the	chao2c/intrinsic	ocean	variability:		

lessons	from	the	OCCIPUT	oceanic	Ensemble.	


